Stepwise targeted drug delivery to liver cancer cells for enhanced therapeutic efficacy by galactose-grafted, ultra-pH-sensitive micelles.
To promote drug accumulation and cell-killing ability at tumor tissue, we have prepared a stepwise targeted drug delivery system that can remain stealthy and long-circulating in the blood vessels, improve drug retention at extracellular stimuli, enhance cellular uptake through special targeting ligands, and then achieve rapid drug release to improve toxicity to tumor cells at intracellular stimuli. Herein, galactose-grafted, ultra-pH-sensitive drug carriers (POEAd-g-LA-DOX micelles), which could respond to both extracellular and intracellular pH, and combine with galactose-receptors in cell membrane, were constructed by a facile method, therefore achieving: (i) remaining stable at pH 7.4; (ii) responding to tumoral extracellular pH following gradually larger nanoparticles (NPs); (iii) conjugating receptors in the cell membrane of liver cancer through surface galactose-ligands of micelles; (iv) being sensitive to tumoral intracellular pH following further swelling for rapid drug release. In vitro cytotoxicity and cellular uptake measurement showed that POEAd-g-LA20-DOX micelle was more easily internalized and more toxic effect on tumor cells than free DOX. Moreover, in vivo biodistribution and tumor inhibition examinations demonstrated that POEAd-g-LA20-DOX formulation had more superior efficacy to significantly enhance drug accumulation in tumor, and then restrain tumor growth while decreasing drug concentration in heart. Chemotherapeutic efficacy is limited by poor tumor selectivity, which also causes severe toxicity in normal tissues and organs, although many targeted drug delivery systems have been developed by passive targeting strategies or active targeting strategies with specific targeting ligands in recent years. Herein, galactose-grafted, ultra-pH-sensitive, ortho ester-based drug carriers, which can respond to both extracellular and intracellular pH, and target to galactose-receptors in cell membrane, have been successfully constructed by facile method, therefore achieving stepwise targeting to microenvironment of liver cancer and then enhancing drug accumulation and tumor inhibition. The strategy of designing dual-stimuli-responsive copolymers can be potentially useful, and extrapolated to synthesizing other categories of highly labile drug carriers in a range of biomedical applications.